These high quality aircraft wires and terminals are manufactured in Scotland by Bruntons Aero Products who first originated streamlined wire in 1909. They feature the stronger rolled threads, and are available in high polish or satin finish.

Material is 316 high tensile stainless steel. Wires are also available in BSP or metric threads. Special wires with combination streamlined and round section commonly used for biplane roll wires or seaplane float installations are available. Wires are manufactured to AN specifications and are 100% proof loaded. Wires ordered with terminal assemblies are supplied assembled. Quality certifications are provided with all orders. Aircraft tie rods carry tensile loads for bracing wings, tail assemblies as well as float installations. They may be ordered separately or with terminal assemblies (AN665 terminal, clevis pin, jam nut, cotter pin). AN specs define thread lengths as well as a fixed difference in length between rod length and pin center length (K). Order pin center lengths only when AN665 terminals are used on both ends of the wire. All other installations must order rod length. Due to fluctuations in international exchange rates, the prices of Brunton tie rods are subject to change. We guarantee the lowest prices and fastest delivery on all Brunton tie rods. Request current pricing. Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery change. We guarantee the lowest prices and fastest delivery on all Brunton tie rods. Request current pricing. Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery change.

AN specs define thread lengths as well as a fixed difference in length between rod length and pin center length (K). Order pin center lengths only when AN665 terminals are used on both ends of the wire. All other installations must order rod length. Due to fluctuations in international exchange rates, the prices of Brunton tie rods are subject to change. We guarantee the lowest prices and fastest delivery on all Brunton tie rods. Request current pricing. Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery change.

BRUNTON TIE RODS

Spring-Fast® Composite Grommet Edging covers sharp edges of panels that come in contact with wire and cables and mechanically lock on indefinitely with finger pressure in only seconds per foot. They provide a significant time reduction in assemblies. A long-term reliability solution that replaces nylon caterpillar plastic grommets and associated solvents, adhesives, and ancillary materials to protect critical equipment from failure due to wire chaffing.

Spring-Fast® Grommet Edging is approved by the FAA and U.S. Department of Defense per NASM 22529/a and NASM 22529/2 for all aircraft applications. Meets FAR 25.853 for flammability and MIL 1344 for shock and vibration. Spring-Fast® is available for 8 different sheet thickness ranges from 0.025 to 0.260 and can be purchased in either 10 piece packs of 12.75” long pieces, or 25 or 100-foot reels. Use Spring-Fast® BAP and SL series for flanged lighting hole and three-axis contours. The BAP Series Flexi-Grommet is perfect for roll formed edges and small lightening holes. Where wires are routed in the same plain as the sheet metal, the Spring-Fast® SL Series provides a trim characteristic for all edges with or without cabling nearby.

TIE RODS - GROMMET EDGING
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